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Guerrilla Gunsmithing
Guerrilla GunsmithingQuick And Dirty Methods For Fixing Firearms In Desperate TimesPaladin Press
Indhold: Partisan Warfare: N. Lenin; A Viet Cong Directive on "Repression"; The Palestinian Terrorists: Statements by
Yasser Arafat and William Khoury; Terror in the United States:"An Introduction to Elementary Tactics" and "Some
Questions on Tactics": George Prosser; Minimanual of the Urban Guerrilla: Carlos Marighella; One Hundred Fifty
Questions to a Guerrilla: Alberto Bayo Giroud
Southerners whose communities were invaded by the Union army during the Civil War endured a profoundly painful
ordeal. For most, the coming of the Yankees was a nightmare become real; for some, it was the answer to a prayer. But
as Stephen Ash argues, for all, invasion and occupation were essential parts of the experience of defeat that helped
shape the southern postwar mentality. When the Yankees Came is the first comprehensive study of the occupied South,
bringing to light a wealth of new information about the southern home front. Among the intriguing topics Ash explores are
guerrilla warfare and other forms of civilian resistance; the evolution of Union occupation policy from leniency to
repression; the impact of occupation on families, churches, and local government; and conflicts between southern
aristocrats and poor whites. In analyzing these topics, Ash examines events from the perspective not only of southerners
but also of the northern invaders, and he shows how the experiences of southerners differed according to their distance
from a garrisoned town.
Minimanual of the Urban Guerrilla is a call to action, no matter how small. It is a small book which gives advice on how to
overthrow an authoritarian regime, aiming at revolution. Minimanual was written to be concise and and to describe the
ways for successful revolution. This book has been fought over to keep in print time and time again after being banned in
multiple countries, and while there are a few copies consistently recurring in print today, we wish to spread this important
revolutionary text further. Eliminating its copyright. Do not let this minimanual be an isolated event, share it, keep it in
your pocket to read, and spread it. If you have the means, print it from home as well from our zine library.
Studying Jihadism is an endeavor facing several problems. For many researchers and the reading public it is difficult to
accept that Jihadists do have a theology of their own and not some kind of ideology. Understanding that a phenomenon
of communication that is done to a large extent in Arabic is not to be understood if research is done communication
translated into or written in English. Saying it is al out there in the Internet without understanding Internet communication
will help to understand terrorist phenomena like Jihadism. Ignoring that there is Jihadism IS and al-Qa'ida will guarantee
that research will not be able to see the broad range of Jihadism. Last but not least, research not interested in the
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technologies, practices, etc., Jihadists use to commit terrorist attacks, cannot claim to study Jihadism. The contributions
in this book provide knowledge in all these fields: based on Arabic language sources, theological aspects, Internet
communication, groups usually ignored, the role of infographics, technical aspects, and covert and intelligence actions.
In today's high-tech society, even the most advanced devices and systems are not failsafe. Tools can break or wear out, batteries can go
dead, and all sorts of malfunctions can render the modern conveniences we rely on totally useless. If quick replacements of failed items are
not readily available, the ability to improvise and adapt in the workshop suddenly becomes very practical. James Ballou, author of the bestselling Long-Term Survival in the Coming Dark Age, dramatically expands on the popular home workshop material in his first book to present
a "makeshifter's" way of building and repairing things with only a pile of raw or salvaged materials, your hands and your mind. In this
fascinating new book, he presents a wide range of unconventional, remarkably creative home workshop skills, including: • HOMEMADE
TOOLS—Make your own hammers, drills, screwdrivers, wrenches, pliers, saws, files, chisels, vises, clamps . . . • EXPEDIENT
REPAIRS—Perform sturdy repairs with ordinary glue, tape, cord, wire, dowels, nuts and bolts . . • MAKESHIFT CONSTRUCTION—Construct
all sorts of functional items out of coat hangers, old car parts, 2 x 4s, wooden dowels, nails, rebar, coffee cans . . . • USEFUL
PROJECTS—Build a homemade forge out of an old barbeque; handle simple soldering jobs with a road flare; perform quick weld repairs with
car batteries, jumper cables, and a pair of pliers . . . Ballou also gives extensive instruction in makeshift metalworking, practical calculating
skills, resourceful salvaging, plus dozens of practical tips for the craftsman or handyman who might need this information in an emergency or
who simply enjoys learning about alternative ways to handle home workshop projects.
Crime did not take a holiday during the Civil War, far from it. As Tobin Buhk shows in this fast-paced narrative, the war created new
opportunities to gain profits from illegal activities, to settle old scores against personal enemies under the cover of fighting the nation's
enemies, to pillage, plunder, and murder amid the carnage and destruction that seemed to offer license to legitimize such crimes. Students of
the Civil War will find new information in this readable account. --James M. McPherson,Author of Battle Cry of Freedom • Examines criminal
cases during the conflict • Cases include currency counterfeiting, tyrannical actions of Gen. Benjamin Butler, the murder of Gen. Earl van
Dorn, raids by William Quantrill's Bushwhackers, the Fort Pillow Massacre, the horrific prison conditions at Andersonville, the fate of Lincoln
the assassination conspirators, and more
The Adelphi Papers monograph series is the International Institute for Strategic Studies' principal contribution to policy-relevant, original
academic research. Collected on the occasion of the Institute's 50th anniversary, the twelve Adelphi Papers in this volume represent some of
the finest examples of writing on strategic issues. They offer insights into the changing security landscape of the past half-century and
glimpses of some of the most significant security events and trends of our times, from the Cold War nuclear arms race, through the oil crisis
of 1973, to the contemporary challenge of asymmetric war in Iraq and Afghanistan.
With thorough analysis and balanced reporting, Ghost Guns: Hobbyists, Hackers, and the Homemade Weapons Revolution is an essential
resource for readers seeking to understand the rise of homemade firearms and future options for managing it. For more than a century, strict
gun control was possible because firearms were produced in centralized industrial factories. Today, the Fourth Industrial Revolution,
combining old and new technologies, threatens to upend this arrangement. An increasing number of hobbyists, "makers," technology
provocateurs, and sophisticated criminals are proving that you don't need a factory to make guns anymore. The security challenges of this
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transformation are increasingly apparent, but the technologies behind it hold tremendous potential, and so while to ignore the security
implications would entail risks, the costs of new policies also must be evaluated. "Do-It-Yourself," or DIY, weapons will bring significant
ramifications for First and Second Amendment law, international and homeland security, crime control, technology, privacy, innovation, and
the character of open source culture itself. How can liberal society adjust to technologies that make it easier to produce weapons and
contraband? Informative and thought-provoking, Ghost Guns: Hobbyists, Hackers, and the Homemade Weapons Revolution carefully
analyzes the technical, legal, social, political, and criminological trends behind this challenging new area of illicit weapons activity. • Provides
readers with informative background on DIY gun laws and legislative trends, and fascinating descriptions of legal and illegal practices with
homemade weapons around the world • Presents in-depth explanations of the consumer appeal, technology, economics, politics, and
enforcement challenges behind America's quickly growing DIY gun-making phenomenon • Evaluates the current and future appeal of
homemade weapons for differing types of crime and terrorism • Offers a series of forward-looking recommendations for weapons control and
security policy in an increasingly "post-industrial" 21st century
A study of economic development dealing with the headquarters of the Chinese communist movement during the Sino-Japanese and Pacific
wars.
Between 1854 and 1861, the struggle between pro-and anti-slavery factions over Kansas Territory captivated Americans nationwide and
contributed directly to the Civil War. Combining political, social, and military history, Bleeding Kansas contextualizes and analyzes prewar and
wartime clashes in Kansas and Missouri and traces how these conflicts have been remembered ever since. Michael E. Woods’s compelling
narrative of the Kansas-Missouri border struggle embraces the diverse perspectives of white northerners and southerners, women, Native
Americans, and African Americans. This wide-ranging and engaging text is ideal for undergraduate courses on the Civil War era, westward
expansion, Kansas and/or Missouri history, nineteenth-century US history, and other related subjects. Supported by primary source
documents and a robust companion website, this text allows readers to engage with and draw their own conclusions about this contentious
era in American History.
This text focuses on Havana's use of terrorism for its own purposes as well as those of the Soviet Union's. Key documents include the
original manifesto from the 1967 Tricontinental Conference, Ernesto Guevara's speech on the need for more Vietnams in the Western
Hemisphere, and several speeches of Fidel Castro outlining his view of Cuba as the vanguard of the world revolution against the US.
There may come a time when government restrictions severely limit not only access to firearms but the tools and means to repair and
maintain them, or you may someday find yourself in the boondocks with a busted weapon. That's where the guerrilla gunsmith comes in.
Ragnar Benson has had experience fixing "junk" guns in some tough places around the world, and here he shares some innovative ways to
patch up, cobble together and otherwise make operational everything from antique rifles still found in remote war zones to modern firearms
suffering from appalling abuse. Drawing on lessons and stories from backwoods experts he's worked with under desperate conditions in
Africa, the Philippines, Thailand, Pakistan and beyond, Ragnar tells how to employ last-resort but effective techniques to remove hopelessly
stuck rounds and other barrel obstructions, straighten bent barrels, replace lost parts, smooth out dented magazines, make repairs to some
pretty hopeless stocks, scrounge up workable ammo and more. These are last-ditch, do-it-yourself methods, but they may be all you'll have
to fall back on deep in the bush or with your back to the wall, when the only things between you and the enemy are a rifle and the know-how
to make it work.
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Takes a chronological approach to provide a history of modern rebel or non-state terror. In addition to articles in academic journals the
collection includes discussions, statements and government documents.
In 1812 two mighty armies manoeuvred across the Spanish plains. They were finely balanced, under skilful leaders. Each struggled to gain
an advantage. Wellington knew that if he defeated the French, he could turn the tide of the war. Good intelligence was paramount, but the
French were using a code of unrivalled complexity - the 'Great Paris Cipher'. It was an unprecedented challenge, and Wellington looked to
one man to break the code: Major George Scovell. Using a network of Spanish guerrillas, Scovell amassed a stack of coded French
messages, and set to work decrypting them. As a man of low birth, Scovell - even with his genius for languages, and bravery on a dozen
battlefields - struggled for advancement amongst Wellington's inner circle of wealthier, better connected officers. Mark Urban draws on a
wealth of original sources, including many cyphers and code-tables, to restore Scovell to his rightful place in history as the man who was the
brains behind the intelligence battle against Napoleon's army and a forerunner of the great code-breakers of the 20th Century.
Published by the Kentucky Historical Society and distributed by the University Press of Kentucky We have all spied them as we blast down
I-75 scanning the roadside for anything of interest or rolled past one while trying to find an elusive gas station in an unfamiliar small town.
Perhaps we have even stopped to read one outside the local courthouse. Since 1949, the Kentucky Historical Highway Marker program has
erected more than 1,800 markers that highlight the rich diversity of the state's local and regional history as well as topics of statewide, and
sometimes national, importance. They provide on-the-spot Kentucky history lessons, depicting subjects as diverse as a seven-year-old boy
who served as a drummer in the Revolutionary War to a centuries-old sassafras tree. Roadside History is a key to the markers, enabling
travelers to read Kentucky history without stopping to see each marker as they pass. There are two indexes arranged by subject and county.
Global terrorism has become a frightening reality. The situation calls for greater engagement with the public, as the necessary eyes and ears
of the global anti-terrorism coalition. However, to be effective the public must be equipped with the knowledge of how, why, and where an
individual becomes a terrorist. This is the primary goal of this set, which seeks to answer one central question: What do we currently know
about the transformation through which an individual becomes a terrorist?
A plan to destroy America, a hundred years in the making, is about to be unleashed . . . can it be stopped? There is a powerful technique
called the Overton Window that can shape our lives, our laws, and our future. It works by manipulating public perception so that ideas
previously thought of as radical begin to seem acceptable over time. Move the Window and you change the debate. Change the debate and
you change the country. For Noah Gardner, a twentysomething public relations executive, it’s safe to say that political theory is the furthest
thing from his mind. Smart, single, handsome, and insulated from the world’s problems by the wealth and power of his father, Noah is far
more concerned about the future of his social life than the future of his country. But all of that changes when Noah meets Molly Ross, a
woman who is consumed by the knowledge that the America we know is about to be lost forever. She and her group of patriots have vowed
to remember the past and fight for the future—but Noah, convinced they’re just misguided conspiracy-theorists, isn’t interested in lending his
considerable skills to their cause. And then the world changes. An unprecedented attack on U.S. soil shakes the country to the core and puts
into motion a frightening plan, decades in the making, to transform America and demonize all those who stand in the way. Amidst the chaos,
many don’t know the difference between conspiracy theory and conspiracy fact—or, more important, which side to fight for. But for Noah, the
choice is clear: Exposing the plan, and revealing the conspirators behind it, is the only way to save both the woman he loves and the
individual freedoms he once took for granted. After five back-to-back #1 New York Times bestsellers, national radio and Fox News television
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host Glenn Beck has delivered a ripped-from-the-headlines thriller that seamlessly weaves together American history, frightening facts about
our present condition, and a heart-stopping plot. The Overton Window will educate, enlighten, and, most important, entertain—with twists and
revelations no one will see coming.
Cody Wilson, a self-described crypto-anarchist and rogue thinker, combines the story of the production of the first ever 3D printable gun with
a philosophical manifesto that gets to the heart of the twenty-first century debate over the freedom of information and ideas. Reminiscent of
Steal This Book by Abbie Hoffman, Cody Wilson has written a philosophical guide through the digital revolution. Deflecting interference from
the State Department and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, the story of Defense Distributed -- where Wilson's
employees work against all odds to defend liberty and the right to access arms through the production of 3D printed firearms -- takes us
across continents, into dusty warehouses and high rise condominiums, through television studios, to the Texas desert, and beyond.
It's the inside scoop on US military special operations. From weapons, gear, missions, and commandos, learn every military secret from the
eighteenth century to today. Few aspects of the US military pique people's interest more than special ops. Due to the clandestine nature of
their missions, weapons, and gear, these elite fighting forces are cloaked in an aura of intrigue that has only ratcheted upward with the
expanded roles they have assumed in today's world, not to mention their recent and frequent appearances in film, books, and other mass
media. In US Special Ops, longtime military author and special-ops expert Fred Pushies takes on the entire scope of America's elite fighting
forces, beginning with their earliest days. Pushies profiles hundreds of weapons, gear, vehicles, missions, and commandos, from eighteenthcentury fighters like Francis Marion right up through the most advanced capabilities of today's Green Berets, Rangers, SEALs, Marine Force
Recon, US Air Force combat controllers, CIA Special Activities Division, and more - well over 350 entries in all. From the tomahawks used by
Rogers's Rangers to special-ops legends like Col. Aaron Bank to Operation Neptune Spear and beyond, US Special Ops is a
comprehensive, informative, and unique survey of all aspects of US special operations, past and present.

Identifies individual terrorists, terrorist groups, victims, incidents, weapons, and political organizations
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